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Real-world data (RWD) may provide useful evidence on relative effectiveness (REAs) and cost effectiveness assessments (CEA) for reimbursement decisions.This study showed that RWD is more often included in CEAs than REAs. In REAs and CEAs, RWD is often used to describe the effectiveness/safety of a new drug in clinical practice and to predict the long-term effectiveness of the new drug, respectively.Differences emerged between agencies in how they use RWD for reimbursement decisions.

Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Melanoma is the most serious and fatal form of skin cancer \[[@CR1]\], and its incidence has been increasing, largely caused by increased exposure to ultraviolet radiation \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. Primary tumours are most often removed by surgical excision; however, after tumour metastasis, surgical excision is often no longer feasible and pharmacotherapy becomes the remaining option \[[@CR1], [@CR4]\]. According to the literature, prior to 2011 dacarbazine was the standard chemotherapeutic of choice for the treatment of metastatic (or non-operable) melanoma (henceforth melanoma) \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. Since 2011, multiple drugs for the treatment of melanoma have entered the market, representing four novel mechanisms of action, thereby substantially increasing treatment options \[[@CR1], [@CR7]\].

Regulatory approval of new therapeutics in Europe is centralized, with decisions being issued by the European Commission \[[@CR8]\]; however, each European jurisdiction decides nationally on drug reimbursement and pricing, conventionally based on assessments and appraisals of available evidence conducted by national health technology assessment (HTA) agencies. These involve relative effectiveness assessments (REAs), sometimes in combination with cost-effectiveness assessments (CEAs), based on evidence submitted by the marketing authorisation holders of drugs. For the purposes of this article, we define REAs as assessments that examine the extent to which an intervention does more good than harm, when compared with one or more alternative interventions for achieving the desired results and when provided under the routine setting of healthcare practice \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\]. Meanwhile, CEAs examine the relationship between relative effects and the respective costs of implementing the intervention versus its comparators \[[@CR11]\].

Evidence on drug effectiveness informing HTA submissions is conventionally derived from randomised controlled trials (RCTs) \[[@CR12]\]. Due to their design characteristics, RCTs have a high degree of internal validity, making them a good fit to demonstrate causality \[[@CR13]--[@CR15]\]. However, due to patient randomisation, inclusion and exclusion criteria, and regulated follow-up protocols, the external validity of RCTs is relatively low \[[@CR14]--[@CR17]\]. Consequently, extrapolation of drug efficacy to drug effectiveness in clinical practice is difficult. This discrepancy is frequently referred to as the efficacy--effectiveness gap \[[@CR13]\]. Therefore, despite recent advances in melanoma drugs and their potential additional benefit to patients, HTA agencies still face challenges in interpreting results of REAs and CEAs that rely on evidence from RCTs due to factors such as the large heterogeneity of patients in clinical practice compared with RCT populations, and the lack of head-to-head comparisons in RCTs.

Real-world data (RWD), defined here as data collected outside the setting of RCTs \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\], could theoretically be used to inform effectiveness estimates of novel or existing drugs in clinical practice, thereby supporting RCT evidence. RWD can be derived from numerous sources, including disease registries, observational studies and electronic health records \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\]. Due to specific characteristics of RWD (e.g. non-randomised treatment allocation, longer patient follow-up and broader patient populations), it may provide a more generalizable picture of treatment effects in clinical practice \[[@CR18]\]. In contrast, using RWD for decision making presents new methodological and analytical challenges. For example, due to non-randomized treatment allocation, confounding in estimated treatment effects may occur due to an imbalance in the potential known and unknown confounders in the groups of patients being compared \[[@CR18]\]. Moreover, other practical aspects such as missing data in RWD sources and the lack of interoperability across RWD sources with different database infrastructures may affect the quality of data present or may complicate research across different datasets, respectively \[[@CR18]\]. Some statistical methods have been developed in an attempt to address a number of issues cited here, such as propensity scoring techniques and instrumental variable techniques (to address confounding) or multiple imputation methods (to address missing data) \[[@CR19]--[@CR21]\]; however, these techniques come with their own assumptions and limitations \[[@CR19], [@CR21]\]. A subsequent question remains whether and how one should combine RWD with RCT data for REA and CEA for HTA purposes \[[@CR22]\]. In brief, although RWD may potentially supply much-needed insights on the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of new drugs in practice, its incorporation into analyses and subsequent decision making for HTA is not clear-cut.

Currently, RWD is used in drug development to examine the natural history of diseases, delineate clinical treatment pathways, determine costs and resource use associated with treatments, and to examine health outcomes associated with comparators \[[@CR23]\]. Previous research has demonstrated that policies on RWD assessment and appraisal in decision making vary between HTA agencies and depend on the context of use (i.e. whether for REAs or CEAs) \[[@CR23]\]. This study aims to examine the use of RWD in HTA practice. Specifically, it examines whether RWD is included in REAs and CEAs of melanoma drugs, and the appraisal of RWD for its intended purposes by five HTA agencies in Europe.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Methods used were comparable with those presented in the study by Kleijnen et al. \[[@CR8]\]. A retrospective, comparative analysis of HTA reports (henceforth reports) on melanoma drugs was performed. Six HTA agencies representing six European jurisdictions were selected for inclusion, since they make full reports publicly available: National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE), England; Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC), Scotland; Haute Autorité de santé (HAS), France; Institute for Quality and Efficacy in Healthcare (IQWiG), Germany; Agency for Health Technology Assessment and Tariff System (AOTMiT), Poland; and Zorginstituut Nederland (ZIN), The Netherlands. However, due to the authors' inability to read Polish reports, the study proceeded with five agencies.

HTA reports on seven new melanoma drugs (ipilimumab, vemurafenib, dabrafenib, cobimetinib, trametinib, nivolumab and pembrolizumab) were retrieved from agency websites. Inclusion criteria were a melanoma indication, publication dates between 1 January 2011 and 31 December 2016, and the availability of at least three reports, published by three different agencies, per drug. The latter criterion ensured that the majority of included agencies had conducted assessments for each drug. Each resubmission or addendum was categorized as a new report.

Data extraction from compiled reports was performed independently by AM and AvV using a standardized data extraction form containing open-ended and closed questions (DEF; see ESM Appendix 1). The inclusion of RWD in REAs and CEAs was examined separately. When RWD was included, two aspects were examined: the reason for inclusion \[i.e. the parameter(s) it informed\] and the source of RWD. Subsequently, agencies' appraisals of the validity of RWD use and the sources chosen for the intended parameter (henceforth RWD appraisal) was examined by identifying corresponding statements in reports and scoring them using the following algorithm:Positive: statement identifying a positive opinion on validity of RWD use and source.Negative: statement identifying a negative opinion on validity of RWD use and source.Neutral: statement identifying a neutral opinion on validity of RWD use and source.Unknown: statement that cannot clearly be identified as positive, negative or neutral.Not identified: no statement regarding appraisal despite RWD inclusion in the assessment.

To measure agreement within data extraction and scoring performed by AM and AvV, the inter-rater reliability (IRR) was calculated twice in two different rounds. In each round, authors independently extracted data from four randomly selected reports (see ESM Appendix 2 for reports per round). Authors' extraction for closed questions were compared using the Fleiss' kappa method, whereby a score of 0 indicates poor agreement and a score of 1 indicates perfect agreement \[[@CR24]\]. Authors' extraction for open-ended questions was compared by a third, independent researcher. Once IRR was established, the remaining reports were equally divided among both authors.

To verify whether data extracted from reports on RWD inclusion, RWD appraisal scoring and results of analyses accurately reflect practice in the agencies included, a panel of five senior assessors representing the five respective agencies was consulted (see ESM Appendix 3 for panel members). The data extracted from reports of HTA agencies and results of the analyses mentioned below were mailed to the panel members, who then indicated if, for example, reports were missing from the dataset, whether data for specific questions of the data extraction form was missing and where to find it in reports, as well as their feedback on the results of analyses. Panel members subsequently received a copy of the modified dataset and analyses results for a final check.

Analysis {#Sec3}
--------

The frequency of RWD inclusion in REAs and CEAs was recorded separately. Subsequently, the parameter(s) for which RWD was used and the frequency thereof were recorded. The source(s) of RWD used per parameter and the frequency thereof were then recorded. It is important to note that the authors registered the nature of the source as cited in the reports, e.g. 'SEER registry data' was recorded as 'registry', whereas 'MELODY observational study' was recorded as 'observational study'; however, the authors are aware of overlap between the definitions of registries and observational studies \[[@CR14]\].

In addition to the general analysis mentioned above, potential variation in RWD use among the five agencies was examined by comparing RWD inclusion in REAs and CEAs per agency.

Finally, an analysis of RWD inclusion in REAs and CEAs combined for all compiled reports per publication year was performed to examine potential changes in RWD inclusion over time.

Results {#Sec4}
=======

Sixty-five reports were identified for the seven drugs on the agencies' websites, of which 52 were indicated for melanoma; all 52 were published between 1 January 2011 and 31 December 2016. NICE, HAS, and IQWiG published at least one report for all seven drugs, allowing for the inclusion of all 52 reports (see ESM Appendix 4 for the full list). The distribution of reports across agencies was as follows: ZIN, *n* *=* 2; HAS, *n* *=* 8; NICE, *n* *=* 10; SMC, *n* *=* 13; and IQWiG, *n* *=* 19. All reports included REAs; however, the IQWiG and HAS reports did not include CEAs. In total, 25 CEAs were located in the reports from NICE, SMC and ZIN. It is important to note that ZIN reports entailed initial assessments as part of conditional reimbursement schemes (CRSs), and, as such, included sections beyond REAs and CEAs, such as outcomes research proposals for prospective RWD collection; however, for this study, only the REAs and CEAs were included.

The IRR was calculated twice and improved from 0.60 in the first round to 0.80 in the second round, corresponding to substantial agreement between AM and AvV \[[@CR24]\].

RWD was included in 28/52 (54%) REAs and was mainly used to estimate melanoma prevalence and/or incidence (28/28 REAs). Additionally, RWD was used to estimate the effectiveness (7/28) and safety (6/28) of the new drug. The majority of the RWD included for estimation of melanoma prevalence/incidence originated from registries. Additionally, national statistics databases, data from observational studies, and claims databases were used. RWD included for effectiveness or safety was mainly derived from observational studies and/or non-randomized phase I/II studies. For a detailed summary of the frequency of RWD use per parameter and RWD source, see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. For a detailed summary of the studies used to provide RWD on effectiveness and safety, see Table S1 in ESM Appendix 5.Table 1Parameters for which real-world data are included, and real-world data sources used per parameter (including frequency)Relative effectiveness assessmentCost-effectiveness assessmentReason for inclusionFrequencySourceReason for inclusionFrequencySourcePrevalence/incidence29Registry (*n* *=* 22)\
National statistics database (*n* *=* 9)\
Observational study (*n* *=* 6)\
Claims database (*n* *=* 2)Long-term effectiveness21Registry (*n* *=* 21)\
National statistics database (*n* *=* 12)Costs12Claims database (*n* *=* 10)\
Observational study (*n* *=* 4)\
Cost-of-illness study (*n* *=* 1)Effectiveness7Observational study (*n* *=* 6)\
Non-randomized phase I/II trial (*n* *=* 6)\
Registry (*n* *=* 1)Resource use8Observational study (*n* *=* 7)\
Claims database (*n* *=* 4)\
Registry (*n* *=* 1)Safety6Non-randomized phase I/II trial (*n* *=* 4)\
Observational study (*n* *=* 3)Quality-of-life data4Quality-of-life study (*n* *=* 3)\
Registry (*n* *=* 1)

RWD was included in 22/25 (88%) CEAs and was primarily used to extrapolate effectiveness of the new drug beyond RCT trial duration to estimate its long-term effectiveness (21/22 CEAs). Additionally, RWD was included to estimate costs associated with drugs (12/22), estimate resource use (8/22) and determine utilities using quality-of-life information (4/22). All CEAs that included RWD to estimate long-term effectiveness derived data from registries. In some reports, this was further supported by RWD from national statistics databases. In that case, registry data was used to extrapolate overall survival until a specific time point beyond trial duration (e.g. 10 or 15 years), while national statistics data was used to extrapolate overall survival from that point forwards until the end of the model's time horizon. Costs were estimated using data from claims databases, observational studies or cost-of-illness studies. Data sources used for resource use and quality-of-life parameters are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the outcome of RWD appraisal in REAs and CEAs. For 16 of 49 (33%) and 27 of 58 (32%) parameters for which RWD was used in REAs and CEAs, respectively, no appraisal statements could be identified. Meanwhile, appraisal statements identified in REAs or CEAs indicated that appraisal outcome was mostly unknown \[25/49 (51%) and 18/58 (31%) parameters, respectively\] or negative \[6/49 (12%) and 9/58 (16%) parameters, respectively\]. The negative appraisal of RWD in REAs was primarily caused by decision-makers' perceptions of the low reliability of RWD use from observational studies to estimate clinical effectiveness due to biases associated with observational data. Similarly, the negative appraisal of RWD in CEAs was primarily due to decision-makers' uncertainties regarding extrapolations of long-term effectiveness; however, in some reports, it was difficult to discern whether these uncertainties solely pertained to the nature of RWD and its associated biases or in combination with the statistical methods applied for extrapolation of long-term effects.Fig. 1Appraisal of the validity of RWD use and sources chosen when included in REAs and CEAs

The inclusion of RWD in REAs differed between the five agencies. For example, NICE reports cited RWD in 10/10 (100%) REAs, while SMC reports cited RWD in 3/10 (33%) (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). ZIN and IQWiG mainly cited RWD for estimating melanoma prevalence, while NICE, SMC and HAS cited RWD use for the estimation of effectiveness and/or safety more frequently. In contrast, no notable differences were found in RWD inclusion in CEAs; inclusion was \> 75% for all three agencies (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, RWD cited in ZIN CEAs mainly pertained to drug costs and quality-of-life data, whereas that in NICE and SMC reports mainly pertained to long-term effectiveness and resource use estimates.Fig. 2Inclusion of RWD in REAs and the reasons for inclusion per agency Fig. 3Inclusion of RWD in CEAs across the 3 agencies and reasons for inclusion per agency

The inclusion of RWD over time in REAs and CEAs combined varied per year, ranging from 1/1 reports (100%) in 2011 to 17/28 reports (61%) in 2016 (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), and is shown separately in Figs. S1 and S2 in ESM Appendix 5. No trend was visible for RWD inclusion in REAs; however, the inclusion of RWD in CEAs exceeded 75% in all years (2011--2016), displaying no visible variation in trend.Fig. 4Inclusion of RWD in REAs and CEAs (combined) over time

In the current study, only 2 of the 52 reports were initial assessment reports within conditional reimbursement schemes (CRSs), namely those published by ZIN; however, the respective reassessment reports have not yet been published. We will return to the implications of this in the Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} below.

Discussion {#Sec5}
==========

This study examined the extent with which RWD was included and its appraisal in HTA reports of seven melanoma drugs from five different agencies. Results demonstrate an overall difference in RWD inclusion between REAs and CEAs, whereby inclusion is more common in CEAs (88%) than REAs (54%). RWD included mainly informed melanoma prevalence and/or incidence in REAs and long-term effectiveness and costs in CEAs. Sources of RWD used to inform those parameters varied and included registries, observational studies, national statistics databases and claims databases. Statements on RWD appraisal were often not found in REAs and CEAs. When identified, the nature of appraisal statements was mostly unknown or negative. Reasons for negative appraisals were manifold, often relating to decision-makers' awareness of biases associated with RWD, as well as the statistical approaches used to incorporate it in effectiveness estimates.

The inclusion of RWD in REAs varied somewhat between agencies. In contrast, little variation in RWD inclusion in CEAs was observed. Analysis of differences in RWD inclusion in both REAs and CEAs over time revealed no identifiable trends between 2011 and 2016; however, analyses between agencies and across time were complicated by the varying number of total reports per agency and per year, as well as the fact that not all agencies conducted CEAs. Therefore, interpretation of differences in RWD use between agencies and across time must be made with caution.

The findings summarised above coincide well with results from a previous review of policies on RWD use among six HTA agencies (four of which were included in this study), thus indicating that current RWD use in practice is in line with policies \[[@CR23]\]. The review examined policies on RWD use in REAs, CEAs and CRSs, concluding that policies differed somewhat between the different agencies, and differed markedly depending on the context analysed. For example, agencies' policies iterate that RWD use is welcome in REAs to provide incidence or prevalence data, but that RCTs remain the preferred source for data on effectiveness estimates of drugs. Consequently, RWD use for effectiveness is more likely to be negatively appraised in REAs. Meanwhile, policies iterate that RWD inclusion in CEAs is largely accepted, and even demanded for specific parameters (e.g. treatment costs and resource use); however, policies also iterate that RCTs remain the preferred source for relative effectiveness estimates in CEAs.

In the past 10 years, RWD use in drug development and healthcare decision making has gained increasing attention, both in scientific literature and grey literature \[[@CR25]\]. Moreover, a multitude of initiatives have explored possibilities for incorporating RWD in decision making. Examples include the International Society for Pharmacoeconomic and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) Task Force on RWD \[[@CR15]\], the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) and the Innovative Medicines Initiative GetReal Consortium (IMI-GetReal) \[[@CR26]\]. Based on findings from this study, it may be argued that despite increased attention, little has changed with regard to the role for RWD in HTA practice. For example, RWD inclusion in reports did not increase proportionally over time. In fact, the rate of RWD inclusion was lowest in 2016.

These results raise the question as to why RWD currently plays a relatively minor role in HTA, especially for parameters relating to drug effectiveness. A possible reason could be the lack of robust RWD available at the time of initial HTA assessments. Since these assessments take place soon after regulatory approval of a drug, there might be insufficient time for marketing authorisation holders to collect RWD through registries or observational studies. Another factor could be the absence of guidance on systematic approaches for the inclusion, analysis and interpretation of RWD for HTA purposes. Moreover, HTA agencies have only recently begun collaborating on strengthening understanding of appropriate study designs for generating RWD and developing further analytic methods for synthesis of RWD from different sources through initiatives such as IMI-GetReal and the European Network of HTA (EUnetHTA) \[[@CR27]\]. Further dialogue among HTA agencies is necessary to ensure that the product of these ongoing collaborations will be deemed useful by decision makers.

One potential source of RWD not found in the results of this study are pragmatic clinical trials (PCTs). Several design elements of PCTs imply that they may represent the ideal balance between RCTs and RWD, i.e. they often include a broader patient population than RCTs, a broader set of outcome measures than RCTs, are embedded in the setting of routine clinical practice and may include initial randomization followed by crossover between arms based on interim analyses \[[@CR14], [@CR28]\]. The advantages of PCT use in HTA decision making may seem straightforward at first sight; however, the design of such trials is fraught with many strategic choices that may impact the generalizability of results for different settings, such as the selection of participating hospitals/clinical centres and the choice of comparators and outcome measures \[[@CR28]\]. The implementation of PCTs in practice is also associated with numerous challenges, such as operationalization of the intervention within routine clinical practice, data management across sites and monitoring across sites \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\]. Moreover, not all stakeholders unanimously agree that PCTs qualify as RWD; previous research has shown that a considerable number of stakeholders define RWD strictly as data generated without any intervention by researchers on treatment assignment, inclusion/exclusion criteria and patient monitoring protocols \[[@CR30]\]. This is often not the case with PCTs, whereby a prespecified study protocol details such aspects of researcher intervention. The authors are aware that the balance between the internal and external generalizability of a study is difficult to achieve and that PCTs include a broad spectrum of design choices that make such studies more or less representative of RWD \[[@CR28]\]. On the other hand, the authors also believe that PCTs may offer a valuable source of RWD whose potential for decision making in HTA should be further explored.

With regard to pharmacoeconomic analysis for CEA, one could argue that quantitative methods for modelling and sensitivity analyses may address some of the issues associated with the efficacy--effectiveness gap, potentially supplanting the need for RWD. For example, techniques such as bootstrapping and probabilistic sensitivity analyses (PSA) may help shed light on the impact that different effectiveness estimates can have on the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) \[[@CR11], [@CR31]\]. On the other hand, a counter-argument is that the underlying distributions used to randomly sample effectiveness parameters in PSA are based on numerous assumptions and RCT data, which may arguably also not be representative of drug effectiveness in the clinical population. Meanwhile, guidelines for health economic models increasingly require the use of a lifetime horizon in health economic analyses \[[@CR31]--[@CR33]\], and, given the reality that it is neither ethical nor feasible to conduct long-term RCTs, one could argue that the need for RWD to provide data on (long-term) effectiveness in a heterogeneous clinical population remains crucial for HTA purposes. In order to provide a robust answer to the question whether current modelling methods and sensitivity analyses could supplant the need for RWD, quantitative research is required to bring to light the predictive validity of outputs from health economic models and sensitivity analyses \[[@CR34]\]. Although this is beyond the scope of this study, we recommend future pursuits on this topic.

Theoretically, CRSs provide an ideal context for incorporating RWD in HTA. The value of RWD generated in CRSs would play a critical role in the reassessment of drugs (e.g. to confirm previous efficacy estimates, cost-effectiveness ICER estimates or budget impact). According to previous research, policies for CRSs implemented by three agencies indicated that RWD is largely accepted within this context, provided data collection and analysis abide by predefined conditions \[[@CR23]\]. In the current study, only 2 of the 52 reports were initial assessment reports within CRSs, namely those published by ZIN; however, the respective reassessment reports have not yet been published. Moreover, HAS reports examined were not part of CRSs implemented in France. As such, the potential role of RWD in melanoma reports within CRSs could not be assessed. To our knowledge, work is ongoing within ZIN and HAS to reassess melanoma drugs using RWD. Therefore, provided no similar study on RWD inclusion and appraisal within CRSs across HTA agencies has been performed, this should be the focus of future research once reassessment reports are published.

Strengths {#Sec6}
---------

The study included all 52 reports from five HTA agencies' websites in the analyses, corresponding to the total number of reports published up to and including 31 December 2016. The inclusion of all reports for all five agencies minimised the chances of missing relevant information.

The IRR between the two authors responsible for data extraction and scoring was measured twice, based on a randomly selected set of reports. In doing so, authors minimised the probability that results reached were a consequence of inter-author differences in extraction and scoring.

Findings generated by this study were presented to an HTA panel, consisting of five senior assessors representing all five agencies included, to verify whether the results accurately represent practice within their agency, thus improving their plausibility.

Limitations {#Sec7}
-----------

The inclusion of reports published by the Polish HTA agency (AOTMiT) could not be achieved due to the authors' inability to read Polish reports. Nonetheless, the inclusion of the AOTMiT's reports may have provided insights on RWD use by an HTA agency within Eastern Europe, thus arguably a more informative overview of RWD use in HTA practice across Europe. The authors identified a study by Wilk et al. on RWD use by AOTMiT \[[@CR35]\], which reported increasing use in practice; however, since the study examined different disease areas and included reports within a different time period, its results are not easily comparable with those presented in this current study. Moreover, the authors recognize that the issue of RWD use in HTA extends beyond HTA in Europe; therefore, future research should aim to include HTA agencies from outside Europe \[e.g. Canada (Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health (CADTH)) and Australia (Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (PBAC))\].

The comparison of RWD inclusion and RWD appraisal between the five agencies and over time was complicated by the varying number of reports published per agency, per year, and the procedural differences in practice between agencies. For example, almost ten times more reports were retrieved for IQWiG than for ZIN. Furthermore, not all agencies included in this study automatically conduct CEAs as part of their HTA process; only NICE, SMC and ZIN included CEAs in their reports. Moreover, one panel member (PJ) indicated that some evidence (including RWD), assessed by NICE for REAs and CEAs, is not explicitly mentioned in the final guidance document; however, it is provided in the more detailed evidence package that is considered by the decision makers. This may lead to a possible underestimation of the role of RWD in decision making. In an attempt to address these shortcomings, the authors included all melanoma reports published per agency, explicitly distinguished between REAs and CEAs in analyses, registered all cases where appraisal statements were not identified, and only considered published evidence for all agencies.

This study represents spin-off work from the IMI-GetReal case study on metastatic melanoma \[[@CR4]\]. Given the considerable number of new, yet expensive, drugs that have recently become available for the treatment of metastatic melanoma in previous years, based largely on (short-term) efficacy data, the case-study team had hypothesized that the use of RWD to demonstrate the (long-term) value of drugs in clinical practice for HTA purposes in this indication would be pertinent. On the other hand, the focus on this disease area could arguably hinder generalizability of results to others, whereby RWD use may also be relevant. Future research should therefore aim to investigate RWD inclusion and its appraisal in HTA reports in other disease areas or across multiple disease areas, thus increasing the generalizability of results to broader HTA practice.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

In general, RWD was more often included in CEAs than in REAs of HTA reports. The main reason for inclusion in REAs was the prevalence and/or incidence of melanoma, and in CEAs the main reason for inclusion was for extrapolating long-term effectiveness of new drugs. If RWD was included in reports, statements regarding its appraisal were often not identified. When identified, appraisal outcome was mostly unknown or negative. These results correspond with findings from a previously performed policy review.

Inclusion of RWD in REAs differed between the five agencies, with some citing RWD only for prevalence and/or incidence, and others for drug effectiveness and safety. Meanwhile, no distinguishable trend in total RWD inclusion over time was found; however, these results should be interpreted with caution owing to differences in practices between agencies and varying numbers of reports published per year.

Future research should aim to explore RWD inclusion and appraisal within CRSs implemented by different HTA agencies, which provide an ideal context for RWD use in HTA practice, and across multiple disease indications.
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